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Most golfers have difficulty with the concept of hitting down at the ball to make it fly. Surprisingly, a great
many players surveyed did not even know you need to hit down to get the ball up in the air. Hit Down
Dammit concisely explains the concept - and the technique - of hitting down at the golf ball for proper
trajectory, increased backspin, much improved distance, proper divot taking, and best of all: consistent

shotmaking. If you are inadvertently - or intentionally - hitting up at the ball, Hit Down Dammit is for you. If
you are a seasoned amateur who has inexplicably plateaud" - just cannot seem to get to the next level despite

lessons and/or acquiring a library of books and videos - Hit Down Dammit is for you.

Most golfers have difficulty with the concept of hitting down at the ball to make it fly. This is
counterintuitive and not usually understood by beginners but is a highly effective method to play long shots
in golf and also has to a lot to do with the form and structure of golf . There is a newer edition of this item Hit

Down Dammit The Key to Golf.

Dammit

I always seem to emphasize one over the other. Most golfers have difficulty with. This 4DVD Series includes
Hit Down Dammit. Hit Down Dammit concisely explains the concept and the technique of hitting down at

the golf ball for proper trajectory increased backspin much improved distance proper divot taking and best of
all consistent shotmaking. hit down dammit the key to golf Posted By Mickey SpillaneMedia Publishing
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increased. Hit Down Dammit . Buy the eBook Hit Down Dammit The Key to Golf by Clive Scarff online
from Australias leading online eBook store. Even Tiger Woods in his 306 page How I Play Golf states the
need to hit down at the ball but does not explain how. Ive started golfing a year ago. Get special . Read

honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. The average reader will spend 1 hours and 52 minutes
reading this book at 250. It has to do with the 3D impact I have always noticed when I try to hit down on the
golf shot I pull it to the left. FREE Returns. If you watch professional golf youve probably seen that players

hit down on the golf ball to make it go up.
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